


FULL SERVICE, CLIENT-FOCUSED BUILDERS

With a 15 year history building commercial,
residential high-rise, mid-rise and mixed-use
properties, Stonerise Construction has built a
solid reputation as a highly regarded developer
and builder based out of Southwestern Ontario.
Stonerise Construction is dedicated to delivering
high quality and diverse construction projects
with integrity, quality, service and attention to
detail. 
 
Stonerise Construction offers a full range of
construction services in all types of development
projects, including:

General Contracting
Design-Build
Construction Management
Project Management
Consulting



Stonerise Construction is proud to be one of
the top 5 construction management firms in
Ontario, specializing in commercial and high-
rise projects.
Stonerise Construction is the proud contractor
of choice for London-based Auburn
Developments.
Stonerise Construction is the lead contractor
on the Schneiders redevelopment project; a
future community now known as The Metz.
This is Stonerise's largest project to date.
Stonerise Construction has experience
completing projects across a multitude of
industries; including restaurant, residential,
heritage, retail, commercial office and
hospitality.
Stonerise Construction has completed projects
across Southwestern Ontario and beyond — in
London, Barrie, Windsor, Niagara, Montreal and
the Region of Waterloo.



From industry trends to speaking to the current
construction landscape in Southwestern Ontario,
the Stonerise Construction story has the
versatility to inspire curiousity amongst various
audiences. Here are a few great stories to cover: 
 

"Pushing boundaries in high-rise construction
in the Region and beyond"
Updates on local development projects (ie. The
Barrel Yards, The Metz, Arrow Lofts etc)
"Stonerise Construction is the neighbour you
want to have"
"This Ontario-based construction firm is
redefining community building"
"Safety matters at Stonerise: Prioritizing safety
on the jobsite"
"The business of building communities"
"From concept to operation: the story of a
results-driven local builder"
Other topics may include: construction
technology, sustainable urban redevelopment,
leadership, company spotlights, why you need
a design-build team on your project



Motivated by his passion to build lasting
communities and belief that innovation, safety
and lifelong learning are the key to continuous
advancements in the construction industry, Wade
Gayowsky is the driving force behind the
coordination and management of projects at
Stonerise Construction. As Executive Vice
President, Wade oversees all aspects of
Stonerise's projects and builds connections
amongst stakeholders in order to execute
projects according to the client's vision.
 
Wade's current efforts are contributing to
significant economic development in the Region
of Waterloo, with the development of The Barrel
Yards in Uptown Waterloo and Kitchener's Arrow
Lofts and The Metz. 
 
A tenacious leader, Wade continues to push the
boundaries surrounding commercial and high-rise
construction in the Region and beyond. 

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT



FOR MEDIA ENQUIRIES REGARDING

STONERISE CONSTRUCTION, PLEASE

CONTACT:

 
Madison Lambden
madisonl@durrellcomm.com
519-994-1912
 
@stoneriseconstruction
www.stoneriseconstruction.com


